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EDITORS’ NOTE
In this eighth edition of The Bay View Literary Magazine, we are fortunate to have poetry,
essays and stories by writers from across the United States and from abroad, writers who
range in age from teens to elders, all of whom have some connection to Bay View.
As a recent Bay View speaker reminded us, “We are all connected.” We chose “Connections”
as our theme this year to emphasize the writers’ expressions of our ties to each other, to the
natural world, and to God. But in addition, precious connections can be lost, and some are
based not on positive emotions but on more destructive motivations; those aspects are also
represented here.
We thank our contributors for their writing and Steve Bayes for the cover photograph.
Please see The Back Page for how to submit your writing for the 2014 edition.
Marjorie Andress Bayes
Marilyn Black Lambert
Scott Drinkall
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THE GOLDEN CORD THAT BINDS US
by Emerson Colaw
(In early April 2013, Bishop Colaw sent this essay to the magazine. On April 16 his beloved
wife Jane passed away at the age of 94. He has allowed us to publish this wise and loving
essay, and we do so as a tribute to both of them. He hopes it will be helpful to the many in
our community who are “care-givers.”)
I have a new vocation. I have taught both in college and seminary: I have been a pastor and
a bishop. I have been the Director of Religious Life for Bay View and served as a seminary
president: but my new vocation is that of “care-giver.”
Let me explain. My beloved wife and I have been married 71 years. Some years ago she had
serious problems with her back which required the use of a wheelchair for mobility. More
recently she has been diagnosed as having an advanced stage of Alzheimer’s. It is quite
evident that she can no longer fulfill the many duties and responsibilities she had previously
done with such effective grace. In fact she is dependent upon me to be her care-giver. And my
experience may be instructive for other members of the Bay View community in that memory
problems increase along with age and our average age is higher as a community than society
at large. One figure often used is that one-half of those over 85 will experience some memory
problems. And for every person experiencing the ravages of this disease there will need be
one or more care-givers and that’s where I come in.
Five-and-a-half million Americans are afflicted with this disease. It is the sixth leading cause
of death. Fifteen million care-givers provide unpaid care valued at over 200 billion dollars. And
the problem is growing. Most of us will at some point in our lives either give or receive care.
And, incidentally, this is not just a concern of the elderly. Think of the new mother just home
from the hospital. Think of the family with a child who has a handicapping condition. In the
Gospels we are told that on fourteen different occasions Jesus had compassion on someone.
I once quoted this statistic about Jesus and was asked, “Who were those on whom Jesus had
compassion?” I looked it up. Jesus had compassion on an amazing array of diversity: the 5000
who were fed, the children, the woman who was ill, on and on. And a care-giver is one who
like the Master has compassion.
But how does the care-giver maintain strength for the task? One author says that if the caregivers do not care for themselves, they can’t care for their loved one. And being a care-giver
can be exhausting. A recent book by Nancy Mace is titled The Thirty-six Hour Day. That title is
a hint of what it is like to be a care-giver.
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I offer three suggestions as to sources of help for the care-giver: first turn to family, friends,
fellow church members (Bay Views neighbors?), possibly colleagues from work. Look closely
at your “circle of relationships.” Who can “baby-sit” for you or take your loved one for a ride?
I am blessed in that three of our four children live within fifteen minutes and each takes an
evening every week to do something with their mother so I can have a little time off.
Second, many of us find help not only in friends but also in our faith. In the 121st Psalm the
psalmist asks “From where will my help come?” And he answers, “My help comes from the
Lord who made heaven and earth.” We are assured that “they who wait upon the Lord shall
renew their strength.” Develop sources of spiritual renewal and draw upon them in times of
need.
Here is a third suggestion. In time of human dependence, when we need support, the help we
need is often mediated to us through the professional community. Jane is now in a Memory
Loss facility which has a staff of professionals on duty night and day. Through the long hours
of the night they are indeed angels of mercy, agents of the healing grace of God. Through the
long hours we are encouraged to let family, friends, medical professionals, and our trust in
the Lord to help bear the burden.
A final word of encouragement for the caregiver: a recent issue of Time magazine carried an
article by a woman who had been diagnosed as having Alzheimer’s. She concluded her article
by saying, “My message to people with Alzheimer’s is this: be gentle with yourself.” She
continued in her article, “I believe in a loving God, and when I’m down or afraid or frustrated,
I go outside, whatever the weather, and pray ‘O Lord, teach me to be gentle with myself.’”
That has a word for all of us. Whether you are the care-giver or the care-receiver, pray often
“O Lord, teach me to be gentle with myself.”
Emerson Colaw has been a college professor, a seminary president, a bishop, and for nine years was
Director of Religious Life in Bay View. His primary focus, however, has been serving as a pastor, first
for fourteen years in Chicago and then nineteen years in Cincinnati. He and Jane have been Bay View
members since 1976.

MURPHY’S LAWS OF GARDENING
(The following information was submitted by Deborah Hindle. It is from an article in an
extension information bulletin from Michigan State University, published in a newsletter
from Deborah’s mother’s garden club in Uniontown, PA, about 20 years ago. Deborah found
it in her conservatory in East Bridgford, Nottinghamshire, UK, on April 12, 2013. It is dedicated to her mother, Virginia Sangston, and all Bay View gardeners.)
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Murphy was a pessimist but a gardener is an optimist! Ever wonder why, when you thought
you did everything right, it grew all wrong? Take heart! It’s not your fault. There is a whole list
of nature’s laws that explains what’s happening... Murphy’s Universal Law – if anything can
go wrong, it will...
1. The likelihood of rain is inversely proportional to the need for it.
2. Weeds proliferate most readily when you have the least time to deal with them.
3. Four plantings of beans, at weekly intervals, will all come in at once.
4. The year you get your cool weather vegetables in early will be the year of record high
temperatures in April and May.
5. The greater the cost of seed and/or plants, the more likely they are to: a. never come up:
b. be eaten by moles before they come up: c. be eaten by rabbits after they come up:
d. come up and contract a fatal disease: e. get stepped on: f. be killed by frost.
6. Seeds planted too closely together will all germinate so plants must be thinned. Seeds
planted at appropriate spacing for best growth will germinate poorly.
7. Rabbit-proof fencing isn’t.
8. The kink in the garden hose is always at the other end.
9. The pesticide that kills your neighbour’s cabbage worms only inspires your worms to
greater appetite.
10. Early tomatoes never are... later tomatoes always are...
11. All gardening tasks take longer than you think they will.
12. You never find out about the easy way and/or the inexpensive way until you’ve tried all
the other ways.
13. The more you know about garden problems that could develop, the more problems you
will find.
14. Rows laid out in straight lines develop zigzags when you’re not looking.
15. If you have plants and seeds at the appropriate time for planting, you’ll be too busy to
plant them; if you have time, the plants will arrive late.
Debbie Hindle has been coming to Bay View since childhood and has been returning each summer
from the UK since she moved there in 1973. She has had two prize winning gardens, one in England
and one in Scotland, and attributes her love of gardening to her mother, Virginia Sangston, who came
to Bay View with her grandmother from the age of 5 years in 1910. Debbie worked as a consultant child
and adolescent psychotherapist in the National Health Service in the UK for 38 years. Now retired, she
continues to teach and supervise.
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SELECTED WRITING
by Beverly K. Brandt
PARADELLE FOR DOWNTON1
Piercing blue eyes gazed at Mary, questioning.
Piercing blue eyes gazed at Mary, questioning.
Do you love me for myself or just my genes?
Do you love me for myself or just my genes?
Mary, do you love me just for my blue piercing eyes?
Questioning, gazed at genes or myself.
Softly falling snow on red velvet and starched linen witnessed a lover’s pledge.
Softly falling snow on red velvet and starched linen witnessed a lover’s pledge.
Swaddled in lacy white the newborn will never know his father.
Swaddled in lacy white the newborn will never know his father.
Witnessed a lover’s red on velvet pledge and his father in starched lacy white linen.
The softly swaddled newborn will never know falling snow.
Downton Abbey will survive amidst mourning and disbelief.
Downton Abbey will survive amidst mourning and disbelief.
Its viewers will not forget those sapphire eyes and unfulfilled potential.
Its viewers will not forget those sapphire eyes and unfulfilled potential.
Downton Abbey will not forget its mourning and disbelief—and those eyes.
Viewers will survive amidst unfulfilled sapphire potential.
Downton Abbey will survive on falling snow,
Swaddled amidst sapphire blue, in red velvet, and starched linen.
Its viewers do not forget a lacy white, unfulfilled lover’s pledge.
And will never know my potential, genes, or myself.
Just mourning his father, Mary witnessed the newborn questioning eyes.
Softly gazed at those piercing eyes and for disbelief. Will you love me?
Poet Billy Collins explains: “The paradelle is one of the more demanding French fixed forms, first appearing in the langue d’oc
love poetry of the eleventh century. It is a poem of four six-line stanzas in which the first and second lines, as well as the third
and fourth lines of the first three stanzas, must be identical. The fifth and sixth lines, which traditionally resolve these stanzas,
must use all the words from the preceding lines and only those words. Similarly, the final stanza must use every word from all
the preceding stanzas and only those words.” (Billy Collins, “Paradelle for Susan” (1998).)What Collins did not confess until later
was that he invented this form. As a parody, it has taken on a life of its own much as the PBS costume drama-cum-soap opera,
“Downton Abbey” has done.
1
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AN UNCANNY SYNCHRONICITY
It started with the trees.
I arrived at the cottage one May and noticed that the birch tree was malingering. It had not
done well in the course of my ten-month absence. Thin and droopy, no amount of tender
loving care would make it thrive. So, we hired someone to remove it, along with a nearby
balsam that was suffering from an infestation of bark beetle. “At least,” I thought to myself,
“the grass and garden will now get a little more sunshine.”
Upon arriving home in Arizona that August, I noticed that one of my two prized queen palms
had died over the summer. Resembling a brittle, brown mop, it hung limply in the rear
courtyard— not at all regal. The strict CC&Rs at my condo complex discouraged evidence of
dead foliage of any sort anywhere, so I set about having yet another tree removed.
I first phoned Ron, “the tree guy,” whose answering machine states (in his wife’s voice) “We
can’t take your call right now. We’re out on a limb.” I left a message for Ron, asking him if he
could fit me into his busy schedule, and went off to my office to start another action-packed
semester.
Days later, not hearing back from Ron, I called Joe, owner of the “Palm Tree Trimming
Company.” He used to prune my thirty-foot-tall fan palms for $50.00 apiece every June.
Newly married, he and his bride set their budget based upon how many trees he’d have to
trim to afford whatever they were considering. A tank of gas was the equivalent of trimming
one palm. A new refrigerator might require him to trim thirty. Joe wasn’t in either, so I left a
message for him, too.
Days later, I connected with Ron, who came over extra early one morning to remove the dead
palm, and to give the remaining one a costly top dressing and deep root feeding. He assured
me that the latter would do well from now on under his careful ministrations. He vowed to
return regularly to look in on his patient.
The courtyard was much more attractive after his visit, and I enjoyed looking at the remaining
stately palm through the French doors and clerestory windows of my living room; they framed
it perfectly.
Later that week, I returned home after work, walked into the living room, and thought,
“Something looks different.” It took only a minute to realize that the “something different”
was a void (or “negative evidence,” as an archeologist would call it with scholarly aplomb).
The focal point of my living room, the soaring brown shaft of the remaining queen palm with
its glossy green fronds, was gone. I went out into the courtyard—unbelieving—to look for it.
All that remained was a little pile of sawdust. My tree hadn’t moved, or been stolen. It had
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been cut down in the prime of its life.
Racing to the phone, I called Joe who, I was certain, was the culprit. “Have you been to my
house today?” I asked accusingly. “Well, I wasn’t there,” he replied, “but I got your message,
so I sent one of my guys over. He climbed over the wall and removed that dead tree for you. Is
everything okay?”
“No, Joe,” I replied, trying to contain my anger. “He didn’t take out the DEAD tree. That was
removed four days ago. He removed the LIVE tree.”
“Oops,” he said, guiltily. “I guess I’m gonna have to eat this one, huh?”
“You’d better believe it,” I retorted. “Why didn’t you call me to confirm everything before
coming out? This is like an inept surgeon, removing the wrong limb!” I said. In his attempt to
be efficient and accommodating, he had really screwed up.
The following summer, after returning to Bay View, I went into the cottage basement for some
little thing, only to be shocked by a pool of water that made the floor glisten like vinyl. The
hot water heater, it seems, had picked that inopportune moment to split apart, dumping its
entire contents on the weathered concrete Looking on the bright side, it seemed a good way
to get the floor washed well—at last. My plumber had a new, but similar, model available
with hook-ups in all the right places. So, the incident with the hot water heater was quickly
resolved, and I thought nothing more about it until the one in Arizona did exactly the same
thing only a few months after my return to the desert.
“Have you noticed,” I inquired of my sister, “that there seems to be this strange coincidence
between things that go wrong at the cottage, and things that go wrong at my condo?” She
agreed that there was an uncanny synchronicity and, I’m certain, was secretly delighted that
this appeared to be my problem instead of hers.
In the next years, this occurred with an unsettling regularity, first with the dishwasher, then
the washer/dryer, and even the occasional leaking faucet. It was bad enough to have it
happen in one home; but to have it happen in two seemed, to paraphrase Oscar Wilde, to
reflect extreme carelessness on my part.
Last summer, it was the cottage refrigerator that went on the fritz, precisely in the week when
houseguests were arriving and the summer heat had reached its oppressive peak. Every
appliance repairperson in Northern Michigan was booked solid for two to three weeks. But,
lukewarm milk, mushy ice cream, and slushy ice cubes were not going to cut it. “What would
Martha Stewart do?” I mused, as I ran over to my neighbor’s cottage with a basket full of
perishables.
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“Why don’t you call that guy who helped us out with the dishwasher?” my sister suggested,
her broken foot propped up on a kitchen chair. Immediately, I put in a call to that helpful
soul, who replied minutes later, saying: “I’ll be right over. I’m working just down the street
from you.”
Upon his arrival, pulling the fridge away from the wall, he examined its rear quarters with the
interest of a vet palpating a kitten’s abdomen. “It’s the coolant,” he said soberly. “I don’t have
any of this type available. But I can give you the number of someone else who might have
some on hand.”
Both my sister and I must have looked very worried.
Extricating himself from behind the fridge, his face brightened up as he said: “You know, I’m
working on a kitchen remodel right now, and the cottager is interested in getting rid of his old
fridge. It’s a lot newer than yours,” he added confidently. “In fact, it works great! It’s out on
the back porch and we’ve been keeping our lunches in it. Let me call him to see if he’ll sell it
to you.” Before leaving, he measured the opening to see if it would fit.
To make a long story short, he would and it did. That same afternoon, the guys wheeled the
fridge up Moss Avenue on a dolly, figured out how to hoist it up the back steps and through
several sets of antique doors. They even switched the refrigerator door so it would open on
the correct side. They bantered back and forth and seemed to enjoy troubleshooting, especially
since it involved very specialized tools. For a delightfully economical figure, we had a newer
fridge that fit perfectly and hummed away efficiently within the matter of a few hours.
Martha Stewart would have been proud of us.
Even better, the kind soul recommended someone to haul away the old fridge, now sitting in
the carport. That individual seemed delighted when I called him, and he assured me, when I
told him that we were expecting houseguests, that the fridge would be gone by morning.
Apparently, he strips down old appliances to sell for scrap. He was happy to haul ours away
for free. “Only in Bay View,” my sister and I concluded, as we restocked the replacement fridge
with the basket of groceries that our neighbor had sheltered during the afternoon.
So, when I noticed recently that the 20-year-old Whirlpool refrigerator in my condo was no
longer cooling to the proper temperature, I was both annoyed and strangely reassured. The
uncanny synchronicity continues, with mishaps and breakdowns in Michigan serving as a
harbinger of similar homeowner’s headaches that I can anticipate occurring in Arizona.
I’m a bit concerned, however, that I experienced, for the first time, a visitation of termites
in my condo. It seems that they knew I was in Michigan for the summer and took that
opportunity to build a few of their tiny tunnels right beneath my dining room window.
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An expensive termite-treatment followed, and I thought all was well until I cleaned the interior
window frame at Christmas time. The wood molding dissolved beneath the pressure of my
dust rag. Only the enamel paint, it seems, was holding together what remained.
I put in a call to my Arizona handyman, who reminds me of Larry, from the old “Bob Newhart
Show.” He always arrives with some of his 10 siblings in tow, who lend a hand. All the brothers
look alike, but I don’t believe that they’re all named Daryl.
About those termites: they DON’T survive in Michigan, do they? It freezes in Bay View and
that takes care of them, right? I am crossing every body part to ensure that this undesired
coincidence of misfortune won’t begin operating in reverse, especially in an era of global
warming. But don’t be surprised, when you walk past my cottage, if you see me outside
examining the woodwork closely, with a concerned look on my face.
Beverly Brandt is a professor in The Design School at Arizona State University. The author of numerous
books and articles, she writes regularly on American design history, theory, and criticism. She recently
attended the 2013 Bear River Writers’ Conference.

SELECTED WRITING
by Hannah Rees
THE SEED’S LAMENT
What have you done to me?
What have you injected into my DNA?
Why can I no longer nourish ?
Why am I now causing sickness ?
Why can I not reproduce?
I am a seed-the earth’s ultimate life source
a treasure chest designed to grow and flourish,
the building block of good health
the Creator’s gift of renewal.
Greed and desire for power have enabled “scientists”
to make me an impotent, life threatening shell
disguised as healthful food
with devastating side effects.
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Europe has rescued me from extinction
and not allowed Genetically Modified seeds to be sold
I weep for myself and other modified seeds
and the long never-ending genetic destruction of our children’s children.

KAUA’I MORN
As I open the door
I am greeted with
sunshine
birdsongs
mist over the distant mountains
yellow/orange hibiscus
red poker-like ginger
elegant splashy orange African tulip tree blossoms
and happy expectations.
My water aerobic friends are waiting at the pool.
Slowly we get in the water.
The first step is always cold.
In time I am completely submerged-freely caressed and supported,
like embryonic fluid,
in this clean, clear water-a gift so many do not have.
We stretch and kick-work every muscle-(especially our mouths).
Someone knows the answer to
almost any question asked.
Memories and dreams are shared,
news exchanged.
I return to my doorway
relaxed and refreshed!
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A CREWEL STORY

The schoolhouse pictured is still puckered from being hastily ironed on an upstairs bed before
being stretched inside a frame for my mother’s birthday present. Our daughters, Anne (15)
and Debbie (13), had chosen this crewel pattern to stitch for their grandmother. It looked like
the one-room school where their grandmother’s father had his 8 years of schooling.
This piece of stenciled cloth was tucked in with the games, books and snacks in the back seat
of our ’73 Chevy Impala as we began our first road trip west along Rt 66.
“I get dibs on the bell.”
“O K, but I get to stitch the pump.”
Slowly the colored yarns made the picture come alive as we passed our first cactus and Texas
tumbleweed. We thought the price of gas was high – almost $1 a gallon, but beef was
plentiful. One restaurant offered an 18 oz steak free if you could finish the whole thing. We
didn’t even try.
We visited Will Roger’s home and stayed several days at the Grand Canyon where the girls
rode the donkeys down half way before having lunch and coming back up. Deb was on the
13

lead donkey and they wanted her to hit him with a stick to make him go faster. She refused,
so the trip took a bit longer than the guides had intended.
Las Vegas was hot, hot, hot! The car’s air conditioning only blasted in from the front, so I sat
with a pillow in front of me to keep from freezing so some cool air could reach the backseat
where the games and stitching were going on.
We were so pleased to find a restaurant in Salt Lake City called “Grandma’s Place.” They had
checkered tablecloths and served water in canning jars. The delicious Yankee pot roast flaunted little American flags. Debbie asked Anne what chocolate mousse was and Anne replied, “I
don’t know, but I think it’s something like a black cow!”
Finally the crewel piece was finished and our trip ended as we drove to Bay View to celebrate
Mom’s birthday and pick up our little dog. The girls unfolded their wrinkled artwork and ran
with the iron upstairs to press it before putting it in a frame to bring down to their grandmother.
She was delighted and it has hung on our cottage wall ever since – a tribute to the many
teachers in our family and a source of happy memories.
Hannah M. Rees visited her great-aunt, Alma Reynolds, in Bay View in the 1940s, and has enjoyed many
summers here ever since. She married Gerald Rees 56 years ago. Since her retirement from 31 years of
teaching grade school and his from the ministry and counseling, they have been having fun traveling
and doing various volunteer projects. They have two daughters and five grandsons.

STORIES
By Al Reynolds
SHINING STAR AND GENTLE GENEVIEVE DAY

You will recall from earlier issues of The Bay View Literary Magazine that Shining Star is a
magical horse who will live with a girl named Shannon during the year that Shannon is five
years old. After that, Shannon must return the horse to Mr. Merryweather, who will find
another five-year-old for Shining Star to live with. Shannon and Shining Star can talk to each
other. When the horse eats a pear from a special pear tree, the white star on her forehead
changes into a brilliant aqua color, golden wings appear on her sides, and she can fly. One day
each month Shining Star flies Shannon to Fairyland. The fairies live in a honeysuckle bush
between a meadow and a forest and are only six inches tall. Shannon had made friends with
two girl fairies, Nahdia and Sheballah, and a boy fairy named Femy. Here is their latest adventure.
One day Shining Star told Shannon that the next day was a special day for the children in
Fairyland so she told Shannon to ask her mommy and daddy if she could go riding with
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Shining Star tomorrow afternoon. Shining Star had a special request for this trip to Fairyland.
She asked Shannon to see if it would be all right for her to get back late for supper since they
would want to be in Fairyland at supper time. Even though it wasn’t very cold where Shannon
lived, Shining Star told her to bring a warm coat and gloves and a warm hat with her. Her
mommy and daddy said she could go and get back late for supper, so the next day, after lunch,
Shannon climbed onto Shining Star, carrying her warm clothes, and they rode off to the top of
the pear orchard where Shining Star ate a magic pear and they flew away to Fairyland.
At the end of the meadow in Fairyland was a large hill, and this time of year it was covered
with snow. Fairies loved to ski down this hill. For those of you who don’t know or can’t
remember what skiing is, it means that people can put skis, which look like long boards, on
their boots and have fun sliding down hills in the snow.
Well, today was Gentle Genevieve Day in Fairyland and the children fairies always went skiing
on Gentle Genevieve Day. Gentle Genevieve was a special fairy for she was the Fairy of the
Fairy Children. Gentle Genevieve could sing beautifully and the fairy children loved to hear
her sing. Whenever a fairy child became sad for any reason, Gentle Genevieve would come to
the fairy child and sing her a song, and this would solve the problem that had been making
the fairy child sad so that the fairy child would become happy again.
On Gentle Genevieve Day, the fairies held the Festival of Gentle Genevieve at the top of the
nearby snow covered hill. Now here is what happened on Gentle Genevieve Day and at the
festival. The fairy children would spend all afternoon skiing down the hill. Gentle Genevieve
would fly to the top of the hill and watch the children ski. The fairy children’s skis were
made of a single honeysuckle leaf that the grownup fairies would attach to the fairy children’s
pointed slippers. There was no need for a ski lift to take the fairy children up the hill because
the fairy children could fly back up to the top after they skied down to the bottom.
After Shining Star and Shannon landed in Fairyland, Shannon went over to the hill where she
met her fairy children friends, Nahdia, Femy, and Sheballah, who were having a great time
skiing. Shannon wished she could join them, but, of course, she didn’t have any skis. Femy
ran back to the honeysuckle bush to see if the older fairies could make a pair of skis for
Shannon, and what they did was to cut two limbs from the honeysuckle and mash down all
the leaves flat in the shape of a ski, and they were just right for a pair of skis for Shannon.
Then Shannon wondered how she was ever going to be able to get to the top of the hill. Well,
ten fairy children came up to her and told her that they could help her get to the top. Shannon
was too heavy for the fairy children to lift her up, but each fairy child grabbed hold of one of
Shannon’s ten fingers and they flew up the hill and pulled Shannon along while she slid on
the snow on her skis.
At the end of the afternoon, the fairy children gathered around Gentle Fairy Genevieve for the
Festival of Gentle Genevieve. The grown-up fairies came up the hill too for the festival. One of
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the fairies named Flamire, who was the Fairy of Fire and was all dressed in fiery red and
yellow, made a grand fire so that the fairy children could stay warm. A jolly fairy named Fritzi
Plump, the Fairy of Food, was in charge of a marvelous banquet for supper, with all the food
that fairy children liked best, with pies and puddings and cakes for dessert. And the elves
came and brought some acorn pies that they had made with the fairies, and they had to
work hard to keep the elf children out of mischief. The grown-up fairies also brought some
bluebells from the edge of the forest to ring when it was time to call the fairy children to the
banquet.
Before they all sat down for the banquet, each fairy child would walk up to Gentle Genevieve
and tell her the names of some of her favorite friends. Nahdia told Gentle Genevieve about
Femy and Sheballah. Whenever Gentle Genevieve heard a fairy child’s name, she would
remember it all the rest of the year. It worked out that every single fairy child’s name was
mentioned to Gentle Genevieve by at least one of the other fairy children. In this way Gentle
Genevieve learned the names of every one of the fairy children and, during the coming year,
until the next Gentle Genevieve Day, she could notice whenever any one of the fairy children
was sad. When she saw that a fairy child was sad, she would come to that child and sing her
a song and make her happy again. You can see why Gentle Genevieve Day was one of the best
holidays in the year for the fairy children.
After all the fairy children had told Gentle Genevieve the names of some of their friends, the
grown-up fairies rang the bluebells to let the fairy children know that it was time to eat, and
they all sat down to the banquet. Shannon sat down with them too, which is why it was
necessary to let her mommy and daddy know that she would be home late for supper that
night. Shannon tasted all the wonderful food that the grown-ups had prepared for the fairy
children, but she didn’t eat very much because she was so big and the fairy children were so
little. So she still needed to eat supper with her mommy and daddy when she got back home.
After the festival was over, it was time for Shannon to fly home with Shining Star. By this
time it was beginning to get dark. It wasn’t dark yet, but it wasn’t very light either. This is the
time of day that we call dusk. So Shannon and Shining Star flew back home in the dusk. And
sometimes if you look toward the south during dusk, just before the other stars come out,
you might see a bright star low in the sky; some people say that this is Shining Star bringing a
little girl or little boy home from a late afternoon visit to Fairyland. And some people even say
that occasionally you can see a smaller star not too far from Shining Star, and that this is Yury
Unicorn, a flying unicorn who lives in Fairyland, and is flying back with Shining Star to keep
her company; but, of course, he always turns around and goes back to Fairyland before
Shining Star gets to the pear orchard.
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HOW BIRDS LEARNED TO SING
(A story that Al Reynolds would tell if he had young enough grandchildren to tell it to.)
Have you ever heard a mockingbird sing? Other birds sing only one song, but mockingbirds
sing one song after the other, for as long as you have the pleasure of listening to them. In fact,
mockingbirds can sing all the songs that other birds sing.
But there was a time when birds could not sing. None of us remembers that time because it
was a long long time ago. It was even long before my grandmother was a little girl. Birds could
talk to each other but they could not sing. Though it was long ago, we do know what happened
to make birds begin to sing, so I am going to tell you about it.
We know the names of all the birds now, but we did not know what they called themselves
way back before they could sing. So the only thing we can do now is call them by the names
that you and I know them by now.
Not being able to sing made Mockingbird very sad, so sad she could never laugh and play like
the other birds. All Mockingbird wanted to do was sing because her mind was full of songs,
but she did not know how to sing them. “If only I had a way to sing, I would be happy,” Mockingbird said to the other birds.
The other birds told Mockingbird, “We don’t understand, Mockingbird. We’ve never heard
about songs, so we don’t know why you are sad. We can talk, but none of us can sing.”
One day Robin decided to talk to Mockingbird about why Mockingbird was so sad. He said to
Mockingbird, “Tell me about songs. Would it make me happy to be able to sing?”
“Oh, yes,” said Mockingbird. “If I could give you one of my songs and you could find a way to
sing it, it would make you happier than you have ever been before.”
“Then teach me how to sing one of your songs,” said Robin.
“But I don’t know how,” said Mockingbird.
“Then let’s ask Owl,” said Robin. “Owl knows everything.”
So they asked Owl to tell them how to learn to sing. Owl said he did not know, but then he
said, “Whenever I don’t know something, I fly to Great North Wind and ask him. He makes
great noise when he blows, and he knows everything. Not only that, I would like to know
how to sing, too.”
So away flew Owl. Not long after, he returned and told Mockingbird and Robin, “Great North
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Wind told me what to do. He said that you, Mockingbird and Robin, need to wait for the next
cold day when Great North Wind is blowing hard. Then you should fly to the tallest tree you
can find, like a tall maple tree. Mockingbird, you open your beak as wide as you can and become
full of Great North Wind. Then, of all the songs in your mind, think which one would be best
for Robin. Then blow out Great North Wind as hard as you can and the song that you thought
of for Robin will come out with the wind. Robin, you will hear it and from that moment, you
will be able to sing that song forever. Not only will Robin be able to sing his song, but you too,
Mockingbird, will be able to sing Robin’s song forever.”
So the next time Great North Wind blew hard, Mockingbird and Robin did exactly what Great
North Wind told Owl they had to do. They flew to a tall maple tree and Mockingbird opened
her beak as wide as she could and became full of Great North Wind. And then she blew out
the song for Robin. Sure enough Robin could begin singing the song that was meant for him,
and Mockingbird could sing it too. Robin had never been happier in his life now that he could
sing and Mockingbird became happy too instead of sad because this was the first time she had
ever been able to sing any of the songs that were in her mind.
So Owl said to Mockingbird, “I see that what Great North Wind told me is true. Can you make
me sing too?”
Mockingbird answered, “Yes, and I know something special to teach you. I will teach you to
hoot instead of sing because you are the wisest of the birds and hooting should be given to the
wisest.” So Owl was thrilled and looked forward to learning to hoot. The next time Great North
Wind blew hard, Mockingbird and Owl flew to the top of the maple tree and Mockingbir
became full of Great North Wind and blew out a hoot as hard as she could, and ever since
then Owl can hoot, which reminds all the other birds how wise he is.
Chickadee heard Robin singing and said to Robin, “What a beautiful song you are singing.
How did you learn to sing?”
“I learned it from Mockingbird. Go ask her to give you a song to sing.”
So Chickadee asked Mockingbird to give her a song to sing and Mockingbird agreed to give
her one. So the next time Great North Wind blew hard, Mockingbird became full of Great
North Wind and blew out a song for Chickadee, and it made Chickadee happier than she had
ever been.
Quickly the word spread to the other birds – Swallow, Dove, Thrush, Wren, Finch, Bluebird,
Cardinal, and even little Hummingbird, and all the rest. One by one they came to Mockingbird
and asked her to give them a song to sing. It took a long time waiting for Great North Wind to
come for each bird, but eventually Mockingbird gave every one of the birds their own special
song to sing – except for Owl who is proud to be the only bird who can hoot.
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Mockingbird could remember how to sing every one of the songs that she had given away so
now Mockingbird was finally as happy as all the other birds, and she loves to sing every one
of the songs, one after the other. And that is why, when you hear Mockingbird sing, she keeps
singing one song after the other for as long as you listen.
Al Reynolds began making up stories to tell to his young grandchildren many long years ago, some of
which have made their way into earlier editions of The Bay View Literary Magazine. This story was
inspired by two ministers who preached and lectured for us at Bay View in the summer of 2012. The
first was the Rev. Fred Shaw, a Shawnee Indian and United Methodist pastor who told us remarkable
stories from his Native-American past, and in particular his story about the thrush who mastered the
difficult flight upward through the hole in the sky from where it brought back sounds for the animals.
The second was the Rev. Trevor Hart, whose theme was the religious importance of imagination. It was
during one of Rev. Hart’s lectures that Al thought up the story about Mockingbird. Al Reynolds and his
wife Helen have owned a cottage in Bay View for 14 years, and this summer marks the 81st year that
Helen has been connected with Bay View. Al is a Professor Emeritus of Nuclear Engineering at the
University of Virginia in Charlottesville, Virginia, where Al and Helen still reside. They have three
grandchildren who have listened to his stories.

POEMS
by Jean Liberty Pickett
FAREWELLS TO FALL
Barren trees stand tall,
silhouetted against the sky of light blue,
interrupted by a fusion of clouds.
A contrast to the deeper, darker blue
of the bay below
Seen now through gaping holes
once filled with colorful leaves,
the brilliant yellows of younger trees
still lend color with scattered leaves,
adding to the shadows of barren trees.
Bidding a final farewell to fall,
I cannot move from my rocking chair.
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At this moment in time,
I did not know that soon I would cross
the great, desolate prairie,
with its barren trees and colorless haystacks,
to bid another final farewell
to my ailing mate
whose love for beautiful fall colors
will never fade from my heart.
TWINGES OF AUTUMN
A twinge of light on the grass
Green from recent rains.
Twinges of color in the leaves
Announcing a new beginning
of a new season.
Twinges of gold and crimson light
Shining through trees,
Veterans of many autumns.
One twinge, a crimson spotlight
Shining brighter and longer
As the shorter day is ending
Excites the twinges of my beginning
In the autumn years of life,
As I await the splashes
of bright colors still to come.
A GRANDDAUGHTER’S HEALING TOUCH
Both of us
Late for church, again.
You, time for primping
To look your best
In the latest blue jeans.
Me, your grandmother,
Old and wrinkled,
Slow to move,
Trying to find
A comfortable dress
And apply sunscreen.
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But it’s you
Sitting beside me
Now that matters.
A certain hymn
Wells up those tears
For my mate,
Your grandpa.
The soothing touch
On my black dress
Means so much.
The touch of the Master’s hand.
Jean Liberty Pickett is now living in her late parents’ house in Petoskey, Michigan, with her son David
most of the year. She sold the South Dakota home after the death of her husband, Dr. Conrad L. Pickett,
November 12, 2012. The Pickett family of six children enjoyed their cottage on Fairview in Bay View for
25 years. Grandchildren as well have enjoyed Bay View activities. Jean and son David are associate Bay
View members now. She writes by hand and participates in writing classes and lectures at North Central
Michigan College in Petoskey. Her granddaughter in the poem is Bethany Drier.

BAY VIEW’S BELOVED MEMBERS
by Mary Jane Doerr
In researching Bay View’s early history, one story has always haunted me for several reasons.
I have never used it in any publication because it seemed incongruous with life in Bay View
as I have known it. The August 10, 1915 issue of the Daily Resorter reported that Bay View’s
Deputy Sheriff and Marshal John Sweeney was attacked and bitten on the right leg by a stray dog.
Dogs have been outlawed in Bay View since the early days of 1880s. This dog had been
bothering residents for over a week and Marshal Sweeney was attempting to drive the dog off
the grounds.
In front of a large crowd assembled between Hall Auditorium and Evelyn Hall, Sweeney drew
his revolver and shot the dog. It was the rightful discharge of his duties. He certainly feared
the dog would attack him a second time or someone in the crowd. The dog howled, rolled
over, and came after the marshal who shot the animal a second time. The dog crawled under
the foundation of Evelyn Hall where he was rescued several hours later and put out of his
misery. Obviously the marshal was a poor shot as he couldn’t kill the dog with two shots at
close range and Bay View residents were apparently also armed and readily able to kill the
animal later.
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Numerous outcries for a change in attitudes toward household pets had been lodged at the
Bay View Board of Trustees for their anti-dog rule. For that reason the rule had not been
strictly enforced for years. The year before in 1914, a dog fight had ensued between a bulldog
and a puppy at the Bay View Post Office and so people ask that bulldogs be the only breed of
dogs excluded from the grounds.
After this latest incident, the Bay View authorities made it known that any dog running lose
would be shot on sight and anybody having a dog must keep it chained and muzzled at all
times. Knowing the dreadful fear of rabies, the law was justified for the protection of the
children and Bay View members.
The following year the rules were relaxed somewhat to permit members to have dogs provided
they were confined to the owner’s leasehold. It seemed that there was a well-publicized
incident at Belvedere Club in Charlevoix where the millionaire Busch family of St. Louis
abandoned their summer home denouncing their no-dog policy and stated “Love me, love my
dog” as the family boarded the south bound train.
Cats didn’t have to worry about being hunted by gun-toting Bay Viewites but they didn’t fare
much better. Often people reported in the fall as the resorters left, the cries of starving cats in
the woods abandoned by their careless caretakers at the end of the season. Mrs. Martin, then
owner of the Howard House, reported in 1902 when she and her husband wintered at their
hotel, that they adopted one stray and took care of 6 others. A few years later when John M.
Hall’s beloved feline needed care when he was out of town the kindly Martin family welcomed
the boarder.
In 1919, the State of Michigan enacted the “dog law” requiring owners to license, tag, and
leash their pets. Finally in the 1940s and 1950s, widespread administration of the rabies
vaccination for dogs and cats changed the public attitudes and made the fear of rabies an
irrational one. Then, the most welcome thing of all came – the founding of the Little Traverse
Bay Humane Society in 1953.
The society has rescued thousands of abandoned cats and dogs, saving them from hunger,
starvation, and cruelty. The humane society is a no-kill, donor-funded facility, located at a
new building on West Conway Road, where some 500 cats and dogs yearly find caring, loving
families.
I am one of those lucky recipients of one of their cat rescues. Darcy was abandoned on Maple
River Golf Course when she was too young to care for herself. She had a back injury, a hernia,
and was starving. When a loving volunteer brought her into the society she was too little and
frail to be cared for at the society with some 30 other cats. She needed surgery, drug treatment
for her back pain and to be hand fed. She was sent to a foster home where she was well loved
and received lots of affection.
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Looking around me on the grounds, I see many, many pets--beautiful animals well taken care
of by their families and I am so glad I didn’t live in the era of fear and rampant rabies. Little
Darcy is too. She constantly holds her tail high in the sky, announcing to the world that she is
a happy cat. Most of all she is loved by my other adopted cat Mandy and that has added years
to Mandy’s life.
Mary Jane Doerr is a freelance writer who has written for the Petoskey News-Review since 1979. Her
book, Bay View: An American Idea (Priscilla Press, Allegan Forest, MI, 2010) won the 2011 State History
Award from the Historical Society of Michigan.

ESSAYS
by Gerald Faulkner
BY ANY OTHER NAME, A ROSE
Some called her Rose, others called her Rosie. Then, there were two children who called her
Mom. She was a different person to different people. To me, however, she was simply Aunt
Rose. So, who was this woman?
She was a woman ahead of her time. She travelled cross-country during WWII, which was
almost unheard of. She always seemed to be confident and on top of things regardless of any
personal fears she may have had. She was not a complainer--although there were times she
had ample reason to complain (as money was often tight).
She was a woman who meant well and, at times, was misunderstood. She was very concerned
for the welfare of her sisters’ families, particularly my family. She had opinions on many
family matters, which she shared. Like many of her generation, she was a disciplinarian, with
a love of pancake turners, which she often demonstrated. Realizing the health benefits of
oatmeal, she made sure her children got more than the average serving recommended at the
time. (Remember, money was tight.)
She was a woman who was very generous at giving advice. Regrettably, it was often ignored.
However, it did have an effect on me. Thrift and getting value for one’s money became a
hallmark of my life. Also, she believed life could get better (not necessarily would get better)
in the future if you just kept going. That was the message. I heard it and I’ve tried to live by it.
So, to Aunt Rose I can thankfully say, “I’m glad I knew ya.”
THE MILLIONAIRE BARBER (THE OTHER ONE)
There used to be a program on TV called “The Millionaire Barber.” The show gave a lot of
homespun wisdom about financial matters. I had not thought about the show for years until I
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saw a newspaper article showing even him being badly hurt by the financial crisis.
This caused me to think of the barber shop and the man who has been cutting my hair for
many years. His shop reflected an earlier era--one which brought me back to the early years
of my life. Of course, it had the usual tools of the trade: a sink to wash hair, the round metal
container which kept the hot towels moist, the razor strap, and three leather and porcelain
chairs that went up and down. But it had something else, a different atmosphere.
His shop was like an oasis of tradition in a world which was rapidly downgrading tradition.
The conversation was cordial and free of what was once called “loose talk.” Instead, he enjoyed telling clean jokes and was a great listener. I always found his jokes funny.
When he retired and closed the shop, I was delighted to be told that I still could get a haircut
in his basement, if I wanted to. I jumped at the opportunity. I remember he continued telling
funny stories and even added music for his “exclusive” clientele. The music was right out of
the 1930s, 40s, and 50s. Yes, even Guy Lombardo. It was a great walk down memory lane and
I continued to get a good haircut, too. I always left his basement with a smile on my face and,
as they used to say, “a melody in my heart.” Who needs the Millionaire Barber anyway? I’ve
got Wally, who is a great friend and fellow Pilgrim rolled into one. He’s worth a million to me.
TRYING TO RETURN TO HARMONY
The place is a mythical state of reality that does not exist anymore, if it ever did. Why do we
want to go back to it, especially if it never existed except in our minds?
Well, it was a land where all the adults seemed smart and in control of their lives. They were
all so tall and strong and seemed to know what they were doing. Food was plentiful if not
nutritious, in retrospect. Clothing was clean, but often hand-me-downs. Shelter was spartan,
but no more so than many of our neighbors. Sure, some had more than we did. However,
that’s just the way neighborhood life is. Actually, that situation would act as a motivator later
on in life.
It was a place where values were taught. Some were good and would last. Regrettably, some
of those would pass, such as healthy discipline. The family was everything. Shame brought
on the family was a serious problem that was always to be avoided at all costs. Nevertheless,
you felt loved and protected. It was a moment in time that would not come again. But maybe
we’re wrong. I wonder.
Gerald Faulkner graduated from college almost 50 years ago. His professional life was spent in Human
Resources and his second career was spent in the local school system. Early retirement came 7 years
ago, followed by 4 years as a part-time tutor in math. His hobbies are history, politics and, of course,
writing. He has been vacationing in the Bay View community for the last 12 years and has been an associate member for the past 6 years. Over the years his love of the Bay View community has grown and
he looks forward to being there each year.
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ITTY BITTY
by Eunice Crockett
“What???”
Gardening was a good time to sift through my thoughts, to corral stray ones and either break
them into actions or toss them aside. But, usually I didn’t talk out loud.
“What on earth....?!!” I said, my voice getting even louder as I looked down at what I had
picked up from the turned soil.
Digging, more digging than usual. I wasn’t just cleaning up and weeding, I was re-arranging.
With that huge old beech taken down, my shade loving garden was in need of attention. I had
given it this first summer of additional sun to see what could stay. Some plants were miffed,
missing the mammoth friendly neighbor towering above, it’s aged bark sagging like elephant
skin. I missed it too, for that matter, but now we are required to move on. I dug deeply around
to get them out, and carved large holes with new compost as the plants were moved to the
still-shaded part of the garden.
I took time to toss out the broken pieces of old clay tile. Years back, when the whole system
had broken down, the tile was replaced, but shards remained buried. Then there were the
beach rocks, discarded Petoskey stones, which had migrated from Lake Michigan’s shoreline.
These were the treasures from “picking rocks,” whether by grandchildren or the long ago
seasonal residents and visitors to this place.
“You can only keep three!” You could just hear the voice of countless parents reaching back
over countless years, and then the rejected stones would be tossed down the hill.

“But Mater....look how pretty,” a thin voice would reply.
“Pretty or not, you are NOT putting all those into your satchel. We are closing up, you
know that. Choose three, wash them at the pan in the dry sink, then find your “Itty Bitty” doll.
The train will be here soon and I just hope the rain won’t return. The neighbors are helping to
get our trunk down the hillside stairway to the train stop. We MUST be ready.”
With her small head bent and straight hair swaying, she trudged through the open
screen door and paused. At least she had been promised the window seat, so she could wave
at the curious people as their train chugged along. Later on, it would be getting dark and this
little girl would be curling up, leaning against Mater. She pledged she would wake up this
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time. Not like last year, when she had continued to sleep and was carried through Grand
Central Station like a baby. She had missed all the excitement of greeting Papa in Chicago. He
would be waiting as they rolled into the station in that darkest middle time of the night. No,
this time she would stay awake!
Grabbing the tiny arm of “Itty Bitty” she trotted out the door to toss the rejected
stones down the hill and bent to study undulating earth worms on the flat stone walkway as
the sun put in an appearance on this rainy day. She wanted to trap them before they slipped
over the stone edge. Bitty, the tiny doll, patiently sat nearby leaning on the large fern leaves.
The worms were moving too fast and the little girl needed more sticks to trap them, a pile of
sticks had to be gathered, and then around the corner of the house she found a trail of large
ants moving a leaf.....and......
Now, two neighbor men were carrying their large trunk out as Mater firmly pulled on
the door to check that it locked. “Child! Come here quickly. Oh, your hands----well, the house
is locked. We’ll wash the dirt off by the Lake Michigan, IF the train isn’t waiting already.
Quickly, take this hamper, and I can handle the satchel.”
The hamper seemed too big for her, but if she rested it on the ground occasionally,
she could manage. Fried chicken and the last of the cake inside the basket would be a treat on
their return train trip home. After all, Mater had the satchel, and the men hefted the trunk,
full of their summertime necessities. Down the lane marched this uneven procession with the
little girl’s uneven gait bringing up the rear. The stairs would be a challenge, for sure. Later
on, a gentle rain began again, as the south bound train pulled out of the Petoskey station.
[“Itty Bitty,” the doll, waited patiently throughout the rain and then the winter for a little girl
to find her. But the leaves had wilted, then pushed through the dirt again...and the doll was
sinking into the rich bed of earth. A mole underground had made it so soft, she was hardly
visible. Then sun, earth worms, another freezing, and as each season changed, so did “Itty
Bitty.” First her dress began breaking apart, then a leg...A fast forward of seasons, flip, flipping
by, of times, of people above the ground. Now the seasons turned into decades and what was
in the ground was transformed, as the land always took what it could.]
..............“Another stone,” I thought, as the shovel turned the dirt, and I reached down into the
rich earth to pick it up.
“Itty Bitty” now resides on our bookshelf in Bay View with other “precious” stones.
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(Author’s note: I found “Made in Japan” and the letters UGCG carved into the bottom of the
doll. According to Ask.com, Itty Bitty was handmade by a pottery maker.)
Eunice Crockett is married to Wally Crockett, who has spent much of his summer lifetime at Bay View
and has enjoyed his work at the waterfront. She is a retired History and Language Arts teacher.
Relatively new to Bay View, she is not new to experiencing the value of religion, history, and our great
outdoors.

THE LAST JOURNEY: SAYING GOODBYE
by Julien Dresbach
(Julien, age 15, is the equivalent of a 9th-grader at the Lycée Français Jean Monnet in Brussels,
Belgium. He wrote this piece as an assignment to write a short story about children saying
goodbye to a family member who was being deported by the Nazis to a concentration camp
during the Second World War. His English professor encouraged him to have it published.)
It was a typical winter day in Paris. The sky was grey and the clouds were letting rain pour on
the heartbroken people. They knew the Germans would soon be coming. The wealthy were
already buying train tickets to the south of France, taking with them everything that would
fit in their suitcases. The poor, unfortunately, did not have the ability to buy expensive train
tickets. They waited hopelessly for destiny to take them where it would.
André and Jacob were playing in their back yard when they heard a car’s squeaky brakes and
then the sound of a car door slamming shut in front of their house. Their mother peeked her
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head out of the window and told them to hide in the bush and to stay there until everybody
was gone from the house. They did as they were told. The doorbell rang. André and Jacob’s
mother was petrified by fright and horror. The knocking stopped. She heard a shattering of
wood planks. Men in German uniforms were running all over the house screaming orders,
destroying most everything and taking some small valuable items they found. Then they
found her hiding under the bed and two German solders seized her arms, pulled her roughly
out, and handcuffed her. She tried not to show any emotional expression. She was lost. She
knew what had happened to the others that had already suffered the fate she was destined to
confront.
The soldiers continued to search the house for valuables for another five minutes. Jacob was
crying, since he had stood up and could see his mother in handcuffs being punched by a
young soldier and being yelled at by the others. André tried to reassure him that they would
see their mother soon and pulled him back down behind the bush. Jacob covered his face
with his hands but his sobbing continued, just softer now. One of the German solders turned
around to face the garden. He looked around for a few seconds and seemed satisfied that he
had just imagined the noise.
As the car that was parked in front of the house sped off Jacob cried even louder. André
stepped out from around the bush and went to the front door. It was wide open. The house
had an obscure look to it; all the furniture was destroyed. The grandfather clock was on the
ground broken in two pieces and many memorable items, gold framed photos, crystal
candlesticks inherited from grandmother, were missing. All the mirrors were smashed. André
looked in one of the pieces. He saw himself with tears leaking out of his eyes onto his pale
cheeks and at that moment he knew that like many others before, his mother would not be
returning home. He knew his mother would leave on a train from the station that evening.
André’s mother was kept in a high security center that day with other Jews who had also been
captured. At sundown two soldiers entered her cell and told the ten people sitting on the floor
that everybody should stand up. They stood up instantly. No one dared to disobey orders or
they knew they would be shot. All the Jews who had been rounded up were put onto buses
and transported to the train station. When she arrived at the station, André’s mother knew it
would be her last journey and that she would not be returning home to her kids. Once all of
the captured Jews were gathered at the train station, they saw many other people lined up in
front of the station. Friends and other members of her extended family were there. It seemed
that everybody she knew had been rounded up and was going on the same journey.
André and Jacob’s mother looked around the crowd hoping not to see her sons. As she walked
toward the station from the bus she heard shouting: “Mom! Mom!” She turned around and
saw André and Jacob running towards her. She made a motion for them to stop but they would
not. When they reached her, they hugged her. One of the soldiers saw them and ordered everybody to stop moving. The soldier went over to the small family and ripped the two kids
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away from the woman. The man suddenly remembered the woman from one of the houses
he had been in that morning and was furious. His eyes went red with anger as he remembered
he had heard a noise in the garden but that he had thought that he had just imagined the
noise.
His superior arrived quickly and the soldier explained what had happened in a furious tone
of voice. His superior shrugged his shoulders and then told the two kids to kneel. He took his
gun out of its holster. The crowd fell silent as two gunshots were fired.
The group continued walking but after two meters the woman feel to her knees, as if she had
been paralyzed by what she had just seen. She would not move, she could not move, her
children had been shot right in front of her eyes. A German soldier told her to stand up but
she refused. She waited wanting it to happen. Then it did, another gunshot was fired and the
crowd fell completely silent once again. Only small children cried. Then the rain fell.
Julien Dresbach is the son of long-time Bay View member Bruce Dresbach and his wife Corinne Lewis,
and lives in Brussels, Belgium. Julien is spending the first three weeks of his summer vacation in the
creative writing program at Interlochen Arts Camp.

A SHARED IDENTITY
by George Dauler
One of the biggest criminal activities presently is Identity Theft. Many persons have been
touched by this insidious scam. Long before this illicit practice became popular, I discovered
the enjoyable experience of sharing someone else’s identity and life experiences.
It began for me when I was a student at McCormick Theological Seminary in Chicago over 50
years ago. I had a speech professor named George William Smith who looked and acted like
Mark Twain. I had heard about Hal Holbrook doing a one man show as Mark Twain, but when
I was privileged to see Professor Smith become Mark Twain before my eyes I was hooked for life.
For the past 40 years I have been assuming the personality of Ulysses S. Grant. It is a great joy
to read new biographies that come out almost every year as historians plumb the depths of
this simple but complex man. He only lived 63 years, but as general and president, he made a
huge mark on the history of our nation and the world.
These biographies have given me the impetus to view the world with those eyes. I would put
on Grant’s uniform, chew on a cigar, absorb his thoughts, accomplish his goals, and share his
adventures with both young and older audiences. At first I was just acting. As I walked out on
stage, someone would introduce me by saying, “Ladies and Gentlemen, This is George Dauler,
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who will present some incidents in the life of Ulysses Grant.” I felt like George, and I enjoyed
telling others about General Grant. However, over the years my “act” started becoming “real”
for me. People in my home town would salute me and say, “Good morning, General,” even
when I didn’t have my uniform on. I would talk about Grant and his experiences in the first
person. It was a transformation for me. My reading focus changed. Now as I read about Grant,
it was as if I was personally experiencing those events.
My programs no longer began with introductions of George telling about Grant. The
introduction became, “Ladies and Gentlemen, please welcome the General of the Armies and
18th President of the United States, Ulysses S. Grant.” I would stride out with all the dignity
and power of a great man of action! We were now sharing an identity!
There are several introductions I will never forget. One was a program I did for a group of
retired reserve officers who were all in uniform. It was intimidating to observe this audience
before I took my place at the podium. As George I had no military experience. However, as I
looked at the four stars on my shoulders I realized I outranked everyone in the room! I asked
the officer who introduced me to call the audience to attention before presenting the “General
of the Armies.” And he did! All were standing at attention when I walked in. I chewed on my
cigar as I looked them over and then said, “As you were.” They all sat down and I continued as
their general.
Another memorable presentation occurred at a small gathering of outpatient mentally ill folks.
At that time I was employed in the county mental health system as a therapist, and many in
the audience knew me. I was asked to present my portrayal of General Grant to the patients.
When I was introduced as the General of the Armies, several members of the audience said,
“That’s George, who thinks he is somebody else. We always get into trouble when we tell our
therapist we are a famous person. This comment caused much laughter. These were folks to
whom the concept of a shared identity was a common experience!
My favorite response from an individual following a program happened in the library at the
home of James A. Garfield in Mentor, Ohio. It was a gathering of a Historical Society. An older
woman approached me and said she wanted to tell me something. She was talking to me as
Grant. She said “I am a descendent of yours and I have always been ashamed to tell others
of that fact…. until tonight. Now I know who you are and I am proud to say I am related to
you!” Wow! I knew that Grant didn’t spend much time explaining himself to others. He just
did what he had to do and left it at that. I thought that he would enjoy hearing that comment
from a relative.
Just recently my wife Susanne and I had a shared experience with General Grant. When we
prepared to celebrate 50 years of marriage, we discussed many options to mark our anniversary
joy. We chose to take a cruise through the Panama Canal. Our trip began on March 30, 2012.
We boarded a ship in Fort Lauderdale, Florida which was our home as we traveled through the
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Canal, up the Pacific Coast to San Diego, California, with a return journey back through the
Canal to our beginning point. It took 28 exciting days of visiting places in Central and South
America, as well as Mexico and the Caribbean Islands.
It was 160 years earlier when Ulysses Grant took a similar trip which he describes in his
Memoirs. It was July 5, 1852, when eight Companies of the 4th Infantry of the Army left
New York City with the destination of the Oregon Territory on the Pacific Coast. Grant was a
quartermaster responsible for the care and feeding of 700 persons (which included soldiers,
officers, and their families). Passage was secured on a ship which Grant describes as most uncomfortable, crowded, and hot. The trip to the Isthmus of Panama took eight days. There was,
of course, no Canal at that time. They traveled by railroad, river boat, mules and on foot.
Grant had to obtain enough mules to carry all of their equipment. He had to make plans to
move all their tents, mess chests, camp kettles, as well as food, medical supplies, etc. There
was a cholera outbreak on the trip with people becoming weak from sickness and dying every
day. By the time the troops arrived on the west coast and were ready to board the ships to
take them to Oregon, they had lost 100 of the 700 who had begun. The survivors arrived at
their destination in early September. The trip took two months of difficult and dangerous
travel. Grant had left his wife Julia with her parents as he knew the trip would be difficult.
Julia was already pregnant with their second child. He missed his family, but he knew it was
the right decision to leave her behind.
Our 2012 journey was so different. Before we could board, we had to wait in the terminal
while the crew disinfected the whole ship. There had been some illness reported on the
previous voyage. Shortly after we boarded, the captain also gave us a lesson over the intercom
on washing out hands. Our luggage was waiting in our stateroom. The buffet was open for
food service. We explored the many wonderful things the ship had to offer: the library, the
theater, the dining room, the gym, a deck for walking laps, etc. We began to meet interesting people from all over the world. On the fifth day of our cruise we approached the Panama
Canal. We had lectures to prepare us for what we would see in Panama. We got our first
glimpse of the Canal very early the next morning. Passengers filled all the rail space by 5:00
a.m. We saw the lights of large container ships lining the shore waiting for their turn to enter
the Canal. (Our ship had paid an extra fee so that we had no waiting time.) The huge lock
gates opened and our ship slipped into the narrow passage. There were just inches to spare on
either side. Six locomotives called “mules” guided the ship and held it steady in the lock.
The crew served us warm Panama rolls and coffee. It was exciting to see the magnificen
engineering feat which allowed a large ship to go from the Atlantic to the Pacific in one day.
I looked at the tropical forest on each side of the canal and marveled at what it took to allow
huge ships to travel through easily and safely. But that was not my biggest focus of amazement!
I thought of the young quartermaster who moved 700 persons over the same territory with so
many obstacles and barriers. My admiration for the man whose identity I had attempted to
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share rose to greater heights. This trip through the isthmus helped me realize that Grant possessed a determination to accomplish tasks no matter how difficult. He would lead his men
to victories when they thought they were defeated. He also accomplished his missions using
available resources, not waiting for extra help. Preparing for one battle, Grant sent word to
Lincoln that he had 5000 cavalrymen and few horses. He would not ask for more horses like
most generals did, but he asked permission to make the soldiers infantrymen so they could
move immediately! Lincoln told Grant that he appreciated his skill in using resources he had
available without wasting valuable time and opportunity for victory.
This experience helped me understand what I like most about General Grant. He inspires me.
Instead of being overwhelmed by obstacles in my life, he helps me adopt a more flexible
attitude. He helps me see options, rather than defeat. It is enjoyable to travel with the ease
of a cruise ship, but my shared identity says not to fear the tougher journeys of life.
George Dauler is a retired pastor in the Presbyterian Church. He also served as a psychiatric social
worker in several mental health agencies. For many years, his hobby has been acting. He was in many
productions of the community theater group in Chardon, Ohio. When he began working in a free clinic
serving youth, he needed to work nights and was no longer able to go to rehearsals. In 1979, he began
doing one-man shows as General Ulysses S. Grant. In 2005 he added Andrew Carnegie to his repertoire.
He has taken these two fascinating men to audiences all over the middle western states.
George’s parents, Carl and Janet Dauler, bought a Bay View cottage in 1961. George and his bride Susanne
came to the cottage for their honeymoon in 1962. Bay View was the location for their annual two-week
vacations until George retired from pastoring and social work and Susanne retired from teaching third
grade. Now they are the host and hostess of the Bay View cottage. Their two children are grown and
with their own families. They each look forward to frequent visits to this beautiful community.

POEMS
by Elizabeth Smith
SLEEPING BEAR DUNES
Sun Down
Moon up
Millions of stars
So bright
Sandy feet
Rocky shore
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Mid-night with you
Cold ground
Clear sky
Tired watching the sunset
So far from Sleeping Bear Dunes
A lake away I’ll stay
With crooked trees
And boat bow
So far from Sleeping Bear Dunes
Too close to the water
And you
And me
Us.
FIREWORKS ON A CLOUDY NIGHT
Brightness in the dark
Ears ablaze
Booming sounds
Firecrackers shoot up from the bluff
Fireworks on a cloudy night
Still waters
Laughing in the dark
Clear sky
Cloudy night
In the dark
Shining bright
By fireworks on the rocks
Dripping wet on the docks
Fireworks on a cloudy night
And kisses like sparkles
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THE SWEETEST SONG
A bird sings the sweetest song
But it had a kick,
It was bitter
It gave me the slightest shiver
I waited for a minute
And I listened more
It chirped out my secrets
One by one
I hoped that no one would hear
Later someone approached me
And quizzed my actions
When I questioned
“How did you know that?”
well of course,
“a little birdy told me”
Elizabeth Smith is 14 and lives in New Jersey. She has studied music and performing arts, and will be
attending Interlochen for musical theater this summer. She enjoys singing, skateboarding, writing,
photography, yoga, volleyball, and sewing clothing. She has been spending her summers in Bay View
since she was one year old and hopes to continue to spend her summers here.
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THE COLORS OF THE SEA
by Marjorie Bayes

“He no longer dreamed of storms, nor of women, nor of great occurrences, nor of great fish,
nor fights, nor contests of strength, nor of his wife. He only dreamed of places now and of the
lions on the beach.”
Ernest Hemingway--The Old Man and the Sea
Sara stood in the dayroom of the nursing home trying not to wince. The colors were upsetting.
The carpet was a grayish purple and the walls were as pink as Pepto-Bismol. She watched
people playing cards, chatting, watching TV, staring into space, as if they didn’t notice the
jarring garish colors. Unable to hold back a shudder, she turned her attention to her son Jeff
and the director, Mrs. Farber, who were talking about her and the Alzheimer’s disease.
Beginning stage, would get worse--yes, yes, she knew all that. Forgetfulness, then disorientation.
The cobwebs in her brain would get thicker. Maybe she had three years until it became
well-advanced.
She interrupted them.
“I’m seventy-two,” she told Mrs. Farber. “I’ve lived by the sea for forty-seven years. My home
is just a few miles from here. I have a dock on the bay, and a heron named Henry comes to
keep me company when I fish--I think.”
She was momentarily confused.
“Is that right, Jeff?”
“Yes, Ma, that’s right,” her son said. “If you come to live here, we can take you over to fish
from the public dock sometimes, if you want.”
Jeff, tall and still thin at forty-five, looked down at Sara anxiously.
“That’s right, my dear,” Mrs. Farber said gently. “You can visit the ocean and the bay often.
And here you can make your, ah, unusual quilts. We have a lovely arts and crafts room.”
“Yes, I’ve seen it,” Sara said thoughtfully. “It has a carpet the color of plastic oranges.”
Mrs. Farber laughed happily. “Yes, it’s a cheerful place.”
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Sara had already decided that Mrs. Farber and the rest of the staff were basically kind, and
that patients here were well-treated. Now it was time to ask the important question.
“Tell me, Mrs. Farber, “ Sara said, “what color is the sea?”
Mrs. Farber looked blank, then lifted her eyebrows, and Sara suspected that she was considering
the question another example of the problem with Sara’s brain.
“Sara, dear,” Mrs. Farber said, “the sea is blue, of course.”
“Ah,” Sara said, and nodded.
She looked at her son, standing there ill at ease. He reminded her of Bill, her late husband,
who was never comfortable in situations like this either. She could remember Bill and their
years together--well, not all of it, but the important pieces.
She and Bill had moved to this quiet island off the west coast of Florida when they were both
twenty-five, escaping the grit and hardness of the city and had made a home in the white
wood-frame one-story house on the bay. Bill had been a distant man who preferred the
company of men--his coworkers, his bowling team. They had met at eighteen, and had married
to escape from loneliness. She was at first puzzled, then resigned, that he would not be a
companion for her. He loved her, in a way she supposed. At least they grew used to each other.
For a few years she had tried to talk to him about the things that mattered to her.
“Today the pelicans had silvery lights in their feathers,” she might say.
“Yeah?” he would say. “Turn up the TV, wouldja?”
For a while she had her son and daughter for company, but they had been grown and gone for
a long time. Her daughter lived far away, she couldn’t remember exactly where. She would
never tell anyone, but sometimes she couldn’t remember her daughter’s name. Her son Jeff
was married and busy and lived an hour’s drive away.
Bill had died. She could not remember how long ago. But by the time he was gone, she had
learned to be alone and had come to prefer it. She made her connections with the sea and
shore and their creatures.
The weathered wooden dock in front of her home was her favorite place. It was there that
she fished and talked to Henry the heron. He would swoop down to stand several feet away,
his long lacy plumes moving with the breeze. He always listened attentively, while watching
her fishing bobber for signs of a fish. When she caught a small fish, she tossed it on the dock.
Henry stretched out his long neck, scooped up the fish, and swallowed it.
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Sara often explained to Henry what she saw.
“On the underside of the ripples is deeper blue, cobalt, with a little black. In the shallows,
where the water has white ruffles, there are patches of dark in the light and light spots in the
dark. Farther out, the sea keeps its jewels. At sunrise it’s turquoise and topaz. At sunset, gold
and silver.
“I can’t remember what day this is Henry, or even what month, but then I don’t really care.
I know it’s spring because the water is pure emerald green on the tip of the waves and the
pelicans have yellow spots on their necks.
“And, Henry,” she might add, “I have an idea for a new quilt. It starts with the shadings of
sepia in that rock in the shallows. I’ll make that in burlap, then sweep across it the shimmering
silver of the evening sea, silk for that.”
In Sara’s generation, in her family, women were not taught that they could be artists, but they
could do needlework, which did not count as art. So Sara who was a great artist, made quilts.
Her quilts were not traditional. Their shapes were determined by what images she wanted to
capture, and their colors and textures reflected what she saw of the sea and the shore. They
were vivid and subtle, coarse and delicate, rich and simple. Some people, when they looked
at the quilts, would shake their heads and back away. Other people bought them and carried
them away as treasures, stroking them as if they were alive.
Her children had always liked her quilts. Her children--Jeff and--and her daughter. But now
they were worried about her. Why was that? Oh, yes, the disease. Her brain was drying up,
filling with cobwebs, stiffening like the roots of the mangrove trees. Her children wanted her
to be in a safe place.
Now, standing in the spacious living area of the nursing home, Sara realized that Mrs. Farber
and Jeff were exchanging impatient glances.
“She sometimes gets, ah, lost in thought,” Jeff said to the director.
“That’s all right, dear” Mrs. Farber said to Sara. “We understand that here. Don’t worry about it.”
“I’m not worried,” Sara said. “I’ve just been thinking. I’ve been thinking about what you said
about the sea. About the color of the sea.”
“It’s blue, Sara, a lovely blue,” Mrs. Farber said again.
“No, it isn’t,” Sara said firmly.
“Ma---” Jeff said.
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“The sea is not blue,” Sara said. “It’s all the colors in the world.”
She looked up at Jeff.
“This is a fine, safe, kind place, and I’ll come here. But not yet. I’ll come here when I think the
sea is only blue.”
She turned and walked toward the door. Jeff would drive her home and she would go down
to the dock. She would bait her hook and toss it into the gently rippling water of the bay, and
talk to Henry. Maybe she would do that for years, maybe not. When the sea no longer showed
her its colors she could leave it and go to the nursing home. Then she would enjoy the
cheerfulness of the pink walls and orange carpet.
But maybe, sometimes, if only for a moment, perhaps in a dream, she might remember the sea.
(Previously published in KALEIDOSCOPE; Exploring the Experience of Disability through
Literature and the Fine Arts, Akron, OH, 2012).
Marjorie Andress Bayes is a retired clinical psychologist. She has had faculty positions at the Yale
University School of Medicine and Smith School for Social Work, and worked as a psychotherapist in
private practice in Northampton, MA and Denver, CO. She first came to Bay View in 1934. Her family
has been in Bay View since the late 1800s.
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THE BACK PAGE
We hope you’ve enjoyed the 2013 Bay View Literary Magazine. Please submit your poems,
essays, poetry, and short fiction to be considered for the 2014 edition. Scott Drinkall has been
a co-editor for the last four editions and has agreed to become our lead editor. We are grateful
for his expertise. Please mail or email your material to him at 890 Intertown Rd., Petoskey, MI
49770 or ScottDrinkall@hotmail.com.
We’re always happy to discuss your ideas. Your submissions should arrive by March 30, 2014.
Please include a few lines of biographical information.
Additional copies of this magazine are available throughout the year at the Bay View
Association office and on the website.
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